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Answers to questions: We are willing to present this concept at the workshop.  There is no 
sensitive or controlled information in this concept that NASA is not already aware of. 

1. Executive Summary 
Introduction 

The lowest price-point concept for SGO (SGO Lowest) is based on the LISA concept presented 
to the Astro2010 Decadal survey.  With the SGO lowest concept we aim to consider a candidate 
for the lowest cost gravitational mission that may achieve some minimal portion of LISA’s 
science objectives. Toward this, the SGO Lowest concept is a further reduction of the SGO Low 
concept, collapsing the Vee-constellation into a line, replacing the two corner sciencecraft with 
one corner sciencecraft that is nearly identical.  The two interferometer arms are nearly collinear, 
but unequal in length.  This is similar to the SyZyGy concept [1], but with additional cost 
reductions. 

Relative to SGO Low, SGO Lowest reduces the number of sciencecraft, eliminates the need for 
two optical assemblies at the vertex by putting both end sciencecraft along the same line of sight, 
and eliminates the need for a propulsion module by using a careful choice of trajectory and an 
upgraded version of the micronewton thruster for final separation of the sciencecraft.  

Concept Description 

As described in Appendix B, SGO Lowest differs from SGO Low by: 

• Two corner sciencecraft combined into a single one 
with a single optical assembly using a similar optical 
bench capable of two outputs.  

• 3 sciencecraft instead of 4 

• Elimination of the free-space laser link. 
• Elimination of propulsion modules. 

Gravitational Wave Science Payoffs 

SGO Lowest would achieve only a limited portion of the science outlined in the RFI.  It would 
detect only a few massive black hole binaries and only a few tens of galactic binaries (cf. RFI 
Table 3).  It would produce only crude estimates of the astrophysical parameters of those 
sources.  As shown in Appendix C, it would detect no signals from stellar-mass compact objects 
inspiraling into massive black holes and make no cosmological measurements.  The discovery 
space would be drastically reduced in comparison to LISA.  
 

 

 

This presentation contains no ITAR restricted information.



RATIONALE

• Objective: Conceive lowest-cost concept preserving some of 
LISA science

• Cannot eliminate a spacecraft or much of payload subsystems 

• Save by: aggressively reducing payload multiplicity

• Leads to: linear “three daughter”concept

• 3 S/C kept maximally similar to minimize nonrecurring 
expenses.



LINEAR GW MEASUREMENT

• How is laser frequency noise dealt with?

• Laser frequency noise is canceled using Time-
Delay-Interferometry (TDI) exactly as with LISA.

• Like S/C Doppler tracking meas. of GW using two 
S/C to cancel laser noise.  Need 3 separated S/C.

• Measure temporal GW variations:

• High-freq: sensitivity compares with LISA

• Low-freq: limited sensitivity.
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SCIENCE

• Dramatically lower sensitivity below 30 mHz

• Only minimal LISA science is achievable... SGO-Lowest 2/10 

Cost Estimate 

The cost and schedule of SGO Lowest has been estimated using cost information from the LISA 
cost estimates supplied to the Astro2010 decadal survey and other sources and a scaling model to 
estimate savings. The total cost is estimated to be $1.19B.  A rough schedule is 108 months for 
Phase A through D, and 42 months of Phases E and F. The cost savings are modest compared to 
the severe loss of science capability. 

Risk 

This design benefits from significant risk mitigation through its LISA heritage, but suffers 
increased risk arising from elimination of redundancy in the payload design, and in the reduction 
to 4 laser links.  Additional risk is associated with novel mission elements including the single-
telescope/two-arm measurement concept, the replacement of propulsion modules with enhanced 
micronewton thrusters, and the need for stationkeeping to maintain stringent alignment 
requirements.  Scientifically, there is a risk that no MBH mergers would be measured by this 
mission. 

2. Science Performance 

The Astro2010 decadal survey report highlighted the potential for gravitational-wave (GW) to 
make revolutionary contributions to astronomy and physics during the next two decades by 
opening up the source-rich low-frequency GW spectrum, 3!10–5 Hz to 0.1 Hz. The Astro2010 
whitepapers about low-frequency GW astronomy [2-9] provide a very good picture of its 
excitement and promise.  SGO Lowest is sensitive only in a portion of this range, above 0.001 
Hz. SGO Lowest is expected to detect roughly 100 compact binaries in our Galaxy, and is likely 
to observe GW radiation from a few merging massive black holes (MBHs).  Other sources such 
as compact stellar objects spiraling into MBH in galactic nuclei and more exotic sources are not 
likely to be measurable. SGO Lowest’s measurements would determine the physical parameters 

 

Box 1. The black curve shows 
SGO Lowestʼs rms strain noise, 
in units of Hz–1/2. Roughly 
speaking, sources above this 
curve are detectable by SGO 
Lowest. The blue stars 
represent the frequencies and 
strengths of known Galactic 
binaries (potential “verification 
binaries”). The two dashed 
black curves and the dashed 
green curve represent sources 
(two SMBH binaries, and an 
EMRI, respectively) whose 
frequency evolves upward 
significantly during the 
observation.  

The height of the source curve above the strain noise approximates the SNR contributed by each 
logarithmic frequency interval. See [10, 11] for more details. For comparison, the noise curve for SGO 
High is shown in red.  For SGO High, instrumental noise and confusion noise from unresolved Galactic 
binaries are both significant; the latter causes the “hump” around 1 mHz.  For SGO Lowest, the 
Galactic confusion noise is below the instrumental sensitivity. 
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SCIENCE COMPARISON

 SGO-Lowest A5 

 

C. Comparative Science Performance 

 

Comparison of Science Performance for di!erent versions of SGO

Concept SGO High SGO Mid SGO Low SGO Lowest
Nominal Lifetime 5 yrs 2 yrs 2 yrs 2 yrs

MBH mergers

Total # Detections 70 ! 150 25 ! 35 25 ! 35 ! 4
Median Redshift z̃ ! 5 z̃ ! 5 z̃ ! 5 z̃ ! 4
Mass Precision @ z = z̃

!M

M
! 0.2% !M

M
! 1% !M

M
! 1% ! 3%

Spin Accuracy @ z = z̃ !" ! 0.3% !" ! 2% !" ! 3% -
Distance Accuracy @ z = z̃

!DL

DL
! 3% (WL)

!DL

DL
! 3% (WL)

!DL

DL
! 20% -

Sky Localization @ z = z̃ ! 1 deg2
! 1 deg2 ! 100 deg2 -

# Detections @ z < 2 ! 7 1 ! 2 1 ! 2 < 1
Mass Precision @ z = 1 !M

M
" 0.1% !M

M
" 0.1% !M

M
" 0.3% -

Spin Accuracy @ z = 1 !" " 0.1% !" " 0.1% !" " 1% -
Sky Localization @ z = 1 " 0.1 deg2 " 0.1 deg2 " 10 deg2 -

EMRIs

# Detections 40 ! 4000, to z ! 1.0 2 ! 200, to z ! 0.2 " 40, to z ! 0.15 0
Mass Accuracy !M

M
! 0.01% !M

M
! 0.01% !M

M
! 0.01% –

MBH Spin Accuracy !" ! 0.01% !" ! 0.01% !" ! 0.01% –

Compact Binaries

# Verification binaries 10 8 7 0
# Resolvable binaries ! 20, 000 ! 4, 000 ! 2, 000 ! 100

Discovery Space

Detects early-universe !gw ! 10!10 ! 10!9 – –
Can Detect+Verify Bursts? # # – –



RISK

• Elimination of redundancy (vs. LISA)
-single-string design
-Only 4 links, 1 IFO

• Stringent orbit requirements
-stationkeeping likely requires mN range for µN thrusters
-trajectory risk without P/M

• Some additional complications
-double infield guiding
-double heterodyne separation of two far S/C signals

• Plausible risk that no MBHs are detected



COST SAVINGS

• Savings:

• Roughly half of payload eliminated (one telescope/proof-mass per S/C)

• Simple circular drift-away orbits may also allow elimination of prop. module

• Shortened operational phase (strictly ~2 yrs)

• Cost model based on LISA; accounts for NRE, replication learning curve, parameterized mass-scaling of 
payload+SC

• Modest additional savings (~$0.1B) might be achieved by GRS elimination as in McKenzie concept
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7. Cost Estimate 
The cost estimate for SGO Lowest is developed by reference to our SGO High cost, which is 
based on a combination of LISA Project cost estimates from several sources: the responses to 
Astro2010 RFI 1 and 2 [18, 19], a GSFC Mission Design Lab run, ESA LISA Pathfinder costs 
and launch vehicle cost data.  These costs assume sufficient contingencies for 70% probability of 
success probability and 20% additional management reserves, and have been converted to 2012 
dollars.  Changes for SGO High from LISA include launch cost reductions and increased 
contingency for LPF technologies developed in Europe.  

The cost impact of mission design 
variations was derived using a scaling 
model, based on the mass and number of 
major subsystems, and lifetime scaling in 
phase E.  A significant fraction of the 
first flight unit (72% for science payload 
and 87% for the spacecraft bus and 
propulsion module) was assumed to be 
non-recurring development expenses.  
Cost of additional copies was based on 
recurring expenses discounted by a 
learning curve at 85% per count 
doubling.  Fractional cost savings from 
reductions in each unit were scaled at 
60% of the fraction mass reductions. 
These specific NRE and mass-scaling rates are derived from SGO High estimates using the 
Spacecraft/Vehicle-Level Cost Model (SVLCM) a top-level model based the NASA/Air Force 
Cost Model (NAFCOM) [20].  Costs in phase E and 10% of payload cost were scaled by the 
operational lifetime. Launch service cost estimates are based on informal discussions with a 
NASA launch specialist [21]. 

Our cost model estimates that SGO Lowest would cost $1.19B in FY12 dollars. 
A rough schedule is taken from the LISA RFI 1 submitted to Astro2010 [ref].  Phases A, B, C/D 
and E/F are expected to last 12, 30, 66 and 42, respectively.  Note that SGO Lowest’s Phase E 
has the 18 month transfer trajectory, and 24 months of science observation. Commissioning is 
expected to take up to 4 months from this total, and may be split between the two phases. 

SGO High estimate   1.66 

Launch vehicle savings  -0.01 

Optical assembly count reduction -0.13 

Payload mass or redundancy reduction -0.11 

Mission duration reduction  -0.11 

Propulsion module elimination -0.11 

SGO Lowest total  $1.19B 

Table 3:  Estimated cost savings from design changes 
in SGO Lowest compared to SGO High. 
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6. Probe New Physics and cosmology with gravitational waves and 7. Search for unforeseen 
sources of gravitational waves 

SGO Low, SGO Lowest provides only 4 laser links so that only a single Time-Delay 
Interferometry (TDI) observable can be constructed.  With one observable, a stochastic GW 
background would be very difficult to distinguish from some unexpected source of instrumental 
noise.  The possibility of distinguishing a stochastic GW background or GW bursts from cosmic 
superstrings would be remote.  Any other unexpected GW sources would have to be perhaps 
implausibly strong to be confidently detected.  

 

3. Mission Description 

The science instrument for SGO Lowest is a constellation of three sciencecraft (SC) arranged in 
a linear array so that the single optical assembly onboard the corner SC can exchange light with 
the two other SC at the ends of the different-length arms (see Figure 1). Each SC consists of a 
tightly integrated scientific payload and spacecraft bus. Despite the different function, the 
payload changes are modest, and all three SC are designed to be maximally similar to avoid 
additional non-recurring engineering (NRE) expenses. This section describes the elements of the 
SC, including the scientific payload, and the spacecraft bus.  

Scientific Payload 

The SGO Lowest concept utilizes the minimum number of classic LISA components [12] 
necessary to achieve a functional gravitational wave detector while enforcing the requirement 
that all three SC be nominally identical. Savings 
relative to LISA result from removal of 
components (OATM), relaxed requirements on 
components (telescope, laser, control laws), and 
reduced component count per SC (GRS, optical 
bench, laser, & telescope).  
The measurement system (Table 2) is divided 
into a Disturbance Reduction System (DRS) and 
an Interferometric Measurement System (IMS). 
The function of the DRS is to place the test 
mass (TM) into inertial free-fall along the 
sensitive axis and within the measurement 
bandwidth, 0.1 mHz < f < 100 mHz. This is 
accomplished by placing the 4cm gold-platinum 
TM in an electrode housing that is used to sense 
its position and orientation. A set of control 
laws determines the forces and torques to apply 
to the TMs and the SC such that TM free-fall, 
constellation pointing, and solar array pointing 
are maintained. The TM is actuated via the 
electrodes while the SC is actuated by the 
Colloidal Micro-Newton Thrusters (CMNTs). 
The GRS design for SGO Lowest is essentially 

 
Figure 2: SGO-Lowest configuration 
showing the optical assembly and spacecraft 
bus.  This is similar to the SGO Low 
configuration, except with no back link, and 
a wider field of view telescope. 



SUMMARY

• Linear concept seems close to lowest possible cost concept

• Only minimal LISA science is achievable: 

•  ...with significant additional risks

• Cost $1.1-1.2B: saves 35% of SGO-high (i.e. US LISA) costs

• A comparably estimated lower-cost mission seems unlikely.


